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ISSUES RAISED DURING APRIL 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  

 

During a round-table discussion in April 2019, Directors shared observations (in italics in the following 

sections) about issues and concerns within their jurisdictions. Some of the observations raise strategic 

questions and merit further discussion by the Board. These are summarized below with proposed next steps. 

 

The balance of the observations of Board members pertained to TAC’s existing focus areas. Those remarks, 

also summarized below, will be shared with the Chief Engineers Panel and TAC’s councils and task forces for 

their information and further consideration where specific work may be needed.  

 

OBSERVATIONS WITH STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 

 

• There is an opportunity to increase guidance on rail issues within TAC’s products and services. 

• Discussions about transportation, economic development and how to make strategic investments in 

transportation are important and should continue. 

• Jurisdictions need more discussion around national transportation policy and strategic corridors. 

 

Those remarks touch on matters that are broader than any one of TAC’s focus areas but are generally 

consistent with the Association’s vision of “transportation that makes Canada safe, healthy and prosperous.” 

While acknowledging that TAC’s work is technical with a primary focus on road and highway infrastructure 

and urban transportation, given the interest expressed by Board members, there may be value in expanding 

discussions and exchanging information about urban rail infrastructure and services, intermodal connections, 

and strategic planning matters.  

 

Next Steps: 

- It is recommended that future Board forum sessions and roundtable discussions be planned to 

address some of these matters that are of general interest to Directors. 

- It is also recommended that such issues be considered by the new Chief Engineers Panel, which will 

include a broad cross-section of senior staff in TAC member federal, provincial, territorial and 

municipal agencies, the chairs of TAC’s councils, and representatives of select partner organizations. 

 

OBSERVATIONS PERTAINING TO TAC’S FOCUS AREAS 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

• Climate change impacts, including flooding, fires, potholes etc, have been especially challenging; TAC’s 

efforts to make progress on guidance for climate change mitigation, adaptation and how to build resilient 

infrastructure are very important. 

• Climate change in the north is putting pressure on the winter road system. In regions where there may be 

only one access mode, if that mode fails then an entire community may be cut off from services.  

• The federal government has made commitments to support the rollout of zero-emission vehicles. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT  

 

• Recent experience with some very large public-private partnerships has been difficult and is a growing issue 

for the sector and the public. Losses experienced in large scale projects and as a result of climate change 

will have an impact on how we deliver infrastructure.  

• Asset management is very important to agencies; new capital projects are exciting but maintenance and 

asset management cannot be neglected.  

• Asphalt quality is a growing concern. 

• The federal government’s National Trade Corridors Fund is available to help fund infrastructure projects. 

• Public expectations for winter maintenance and level of service is increasing. It would be helpful to 

compare notes on what jurisdictions are doing with respect to liquids and winter maintenance.  

• The public finds maintenance and construction work significantly disruptive to quality of life. 

 

 

MOBILITY  

 

• We are becoming a knowledge economy and mobility is a key issue.  

• Municipalities are working on strategic transportation plans to build cities for the future of its citizens, 

rather than for the benefit of the department. 

• Jurisdictions are considering active transportation strategies and means to enhance health and personal 

mobility.  

• Access to services is driving business location decisions in municipal areas, leading to discussion about how 

transportation can be monetized as a service. 

 

 

SAFETY  

 

• Safety is a pressing issue. TAC’s work to provide evidence-based guidelines about effective safety measures 

is important.  

• Vision Zero plans and initiatives are gaining attention.  

• Awareness should be raised about Transport Canada’s amended grade crossings standards. 

• There should be a spotlight on safety issues related to cannabis legalization. 

 

Notes: 

- The Chief Engineers’ Council and the Traffic Operations and Management Standing Committee 

have shared information among members about Transport Canada’s grade crossing standards; no 

further action was considered necessary. 

- The Board has previously agreed that policy matters pertaining to cannabis legalization and 

related safety implications are being addressed by the Canadian Council of Motor Transport 

Administrators and the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway 

Safety; those issues are outside of TAC’s technical mandate.   
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TECHNOLOGY  

 

• Preparing for a 5G network is a preoccupation in major urban centres. 

• Smart cities are gaining momentum in governments and with private developers.  

• The acceleration of technology, particularly with respect to the rollout of connected and automated 

vehicles, challenges governments to keep pace. 

• Automakers are asking infrastructure owner-operators about how vehicles should be designed for 

infrastructure; this is an interesting and important change in onus and perspective. 

• Electrification of fleets and the growth of electric vehicles in use by the public is a significant force that will 

present opportunities and challenges.  

• Data privacy issues are growing. 

 

 

 

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT  

 

• Recruiting young professionals is challenging. 

• Delivering services can be challenging because younger workers may refuse overtime. 

• Canadian talent to support expanding transit services seems to be lacking. 

 


